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1. Introduction
Media are influential actors on changing social perception,
behaviours and raising hidden and neglected agenda. Media are
considered as most influential communicator on setting advocacy
agenda. Largely Media in Nepal are focused on political issues
and crime related sensational reporting, however in recent years
the news reporting on social issues, public concerns are emerging.
The issues of education, health, women rights and gender justice,
agriculture and disaster are increasingly observed in Nepalese
mass media. Many media houses have deployed a dedicated
unit of reporters and editors on reporting development issues
including education, children and women, labor sectors etc. The
civil society and policy makers have highly acknowledged the
contribution of mass media on raising public concerns particularly
on education, health and children and women's issues. Several
Awards have been established to encourage media personnel
on reporting such issues and Education Journalist Award is one
of the significant.
Yet, media coverage in recent years has increased on education
issue; the space, content and the strength of media materials
have been questioned. There have been feedbacks that the
media news on education and development issues are largely
"hands out" by NGOs, more focused on events and have less
content with investigative approaches. Media advocacy through
news production and communication have been less observed.
Loo Niva Child Concern Group, being a Nepali right-based
Media Monitoring Report 2018
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organization, consider engagement of media is essential for
advocacy. Therefore, it has been regularly monitoring the news
on education mainly on selected national dailies since 2012. The
media monitoring report has been acknowledge useful by civil
society to understand the strength and gaps of media engagement
on right to education, has been referred by media personnel to
reflect on own practices and identify the room to space and for
development partners and donors to identify the area of
improvement on media engagement for strengthening right to
education. This is 6th report on Media Monitoring produced by
Loo Niva Child Concern Group.
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2. Objective and Methodologies
The media monitoring report aimed at enhancing media
engagement for advocacy on right to education and to improve
education system in Nepal through promoting better media
reporting. Specifically the media monitoring intends to:
Identify the space and volume of education news on
national dailies
Assess the education news on it's content and format to
estimate potential influence
Advocate with mass media for taking up media advocacy
on strengthening right to education
The media monitoring is a simple civil society monitoring on the
reported news on education by national dailies. This has applied
media survey method. A formatted structured questionnaire has
been developed and applied to check the 8 National dailies that
have larger circulation. The researchers went through every news
that has been reporting on "School education" including events,
programs, feature article, investigative news, photos and surveyed
based on the format structure (in Annex I.). The survey data is
analysed using Statistical Program for Social Survey (SPSS) and
tabulations are generated both as general frequency table and
cross tab analysis.
The media monitoring report reflects the pattern and trend of media
news report on school education based on the national daily news
papers reporting status. This is able to show the space, format,
content issue on news papers during the year 2017.
Yet the media monitoring report is not an academic or scientific
research and study that has attempted to triangulate or compare
with other practices. It has not done interview with stakeholders.
Therefore, the findings from the media monitoring report must
be considered within the premise of monitoring report standards
and intention to understand the pattern of news on education
published in national dailies.
Media Monitoring Report 2018
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3. Findings
The findings of media monitoring report has been discussed on
mainly three categories: Space and Presentation in National
Dailies, Geographical Coverage by National Dailies and Issues
of Education in National Dailies.
I. Space and Presentation in National Dailies
The media monitoring of 2017 identified that the news on
education received significantly less space and attention in
national dailies. The national dailies have education desk mostly
in their houses however the number of news published in the
newspaper is average just one news in two days. The monitoring
found in an average only five-news everyday in eight national
dailies. This means the national dailies are giving significantly
less attention to the news on school education. In 2017 Rajadhani
(Nepali Language National Daily) is found with the highest number
of education news reporting 306 news on school education
throughout the year. The Kathmandu Post (English Language
National Daily) is found with the least reporting of education
news with just 42 news in the whole year. The public media
enterprise, Gorkhapatra has been found as third highest reporting
on school education with 237 news on school education, whereas
the second highest reporter was Annapurna Post with 263 news
on school education.
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The media monitoring also recorded which page has been
allocated for the news on education. In the newspapers the first
page have been considered with high readership followed by
inside right hand side page, last page and inside left hand side
page. The presence of news on different pages has different
readership and impact value. In 2017 out of 1540 news on
education published by eight national dailies only 63 news (4.09%)
was found in first page. But, almost 41 percent of news on school
education were found in Inside Right Hand Side Page (RHS
Page) followed by 39 percent in Inside Left Hand Side page (LHS
Page) and 16 percent on last page of news paper. This evidenced
that though the newspapers claim they have been presenting
news on school education, mostly they are not in high readership
pages and thus have lesser readership and impact.
According to the newspaper giving priority to the news on school
education it is Annapurna (16 news), Kantipur (11 news) and
Rajdhani (11 news) National daily provided the first page; whereas
among the news papers providing inside RHS page for education
news Gorkhapatra and Annapurna came up with 52 percent of
total news on education published in their editions. The Kathmandu
Post and The Himalayan Times, both English language newspaper,
provided 71 percent and 57 percent of education news on inside
LHS page. Following table 1 present the detailed distribution of
news in different pages by different newspapers.
Table 1: Distribution of Education News on Diff erent Pages Acc ord ing to Newspapers
News Paper

Firs t Page

Gorkhaptra
Annapurna Post
Kantipur
Samacharpatra
Rajdhani
The Himalaya Times
The Kathmandu Post
Nagarik
Total

5
16
11
9
11
5
3
3
63

2.11%
6.08%
4.76%
4.27%
3.59%
4.17%
7.14%
2.31%
4.09%

Last Page
2
5
19
52
160
0
0
6
244

0.84%
1.90%
8.23%
24.64%
52.29%
0.00%
0.00%
4.62%
15.84%

Inside RHS
124
137
97
83
70
46
9
65
631

52.32%
52.09%
41.99%
39.34%
22.88%
38.33%
21.43%
50.00%
40.97%

Inside LHS
106
105
104
67
65
69
30
56
602

44.73%
39.92%
45.02%
31.75%
21.24%
57.50%
71.43%
43.08%
39.09%

The media monitoring also surveyed the formats of news used
to report education news by the sampled national dailies. The
detailed news and feature/articles have strong impact along with
Media Monitoring Report 2018
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project significance of the issues if it is presented in editorial.
The brief news have almost information only and have no impact
and advocacy on the issue. The monitoring found that largely
the news is reported on brief news and very less news is on
article, feature, detailed news or editorial. Chart 2 presents the
distribution education news according to the news format. Only
11 percent news was on feature/article format and 25 percent
were on detailed news format. 61 percent of news were brief
news that is just informative and have no advocacy and media
influence element. There were 17 editorials and 38 photos/
cartoons on education related issues published by national dailies.
Among the sampled newspapers The Rajdhani Daily is found
publishing 84 precent of news on education as brief news, The
Himalayan Times (English Language Newspaper) has been
found highest ratio of detailed news with 41 percent and Annapurna
Post with highest number (77 news) as detailed news.
Samacharpatra published the highest number and highest ratio
of feature article on education news with 20% (42) and
Gorkhapatra published the highest number of editorial on
education with six editorials in the year 2017.

The news presentation style also influences the news readership
value and its influence on the readers. The media monitoring
counted the news on it's style as banner news, box news,
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highlighted or general news. The monitoring found that 80 percent
of the news were presented in general forms and only 6 news
were as banner news, 10 percent of news were in box and 8
percent of news were highlighted news. The trend has been
seemed similar in all sampled newspaper. However, the highest
number of box news and highlighted news on education is found
on Annapurna Post with 42 and 55 news respectively. Kantipur
presented 28 news as box news and Samacharpatra presented
26 news in same style. Gorkhapatra presented 28 news on
education as highlighted news. The table presents the distribution
of education news according to the style in different newspaper.
The media advocacy on right to education through the news
reporting in national daily is found significantly low. Among the
total 1540 news on education found in eight national dailies, only
91 news (6%) are found sensitizing or advocacy news on school
education. Whereas, 79% are found just informing news and
14.55 percent news are found sensational. According to the
number of advocacy/sensitizing news on education, Gorkhapatra
is found with highest number of news (25), followed by The
Himalayan Times (19), Samacharpatra (12) and Kantipur (11)
and Annapurna Post (10). The sensational news presentation is
found highest number in Samacharpatra (51), followed by
Gorkhapatra (47) and Kantipur (41).
Table 2: Distribution of Education News on Different Styles in Different
Newspapers
Genera Highlig
Style of News
Banner
Box
Total
l
hted
Gorkhaptra
Annapurna Post
Kantipur
Samacharpatra
Rajdhani
The Himalaya Times
The Kathmandu Post
Nagarik
Total

0
1
0
0
1
2
2
0
6

191
165
192
204
258
95
27
114
1246

28
42
11
5
21
4
4
11
126

18
55
28
2
26
19
9
5
162

237
263
231
211
306
120
42
130
1540
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II. Geographical Coverage of News on Education
Another issue that is covered in Media Monitoring was the
geographical representation of the news. The monitoring found
still the national dailies are very much covering the news of the
events and issues that happened in Kathmandu valley with 45
percent and the central region districts of Nepal (13%). The far
western and Mid Western region are significantly less present
on news on education with 6 percent and 10 percent of news
volume among the total news on education. The Table 3 presents
the representation of news on education according to geographical
region of Nepal.

The asymmetrical representation of news on education highlights
the access of media persons, attention of media person and
dominant agenda on education by mainstream media. This trend
has been reflected in almost all newspapers in same way,
however Gorkhapatra and Annapurna Post is found reporting
high number of news from Far west and mid west in comparison
to other newspapers. The low coverage of news from beyond
Kathmandu valley and Central region is found in the page
distribution and even distribution of formats and styles of News.
The National issue news on education is highly found in the
format of Article/feature, whereas other all geographical regions
have brief news format dominant and Kathmandu is dominant
on box and highlighted news. No education news from Western,
mid western and far western gets a coverage as banner news.
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Similarly the news from mid western and far western are found
with higher ratio among the total news covered from the respective
regions, where the number of advocacy/sensitizing news are
significantly low from these two regions with 8 and 4 in numbers
respectively.
In conclusion, the media monitoring can confirm that the national
dailies are significantly unable to provide space for news in proper
format, styles and presentation and heavily concentrate in capital
town. This may be because of lack of capacity of their reporters
or may be due to corporate concept to cover more news from
more paying readers.
III. Issues Covered in News on Education
The Media Monitoring of News on Education in National Dailies
counted the major issues that have representation on media
news. This is with two major perspectives: First to understand
what are the major issues on school education as per the
incidences reported by news media and also to understand what
kind of education news are getting more space on national dailies.
The media monitoring on education news (2017) found that in
the year of 2017, still the news on education related Aid, Projects
and Programs are dominant in national dailies with 25% of news
having this issue in News. This is also due to the larger number
of brief news that reports on events and activities that appears
on national dailies. The second major issues covered by the
news on education were Access, Progress and Retention in
schools having 18.53 percent of news having this issue. The
issues of Management Committees (14%), Research and Studies
Findings (9%), Corruption and Transparency (7%), School in
Emergencies (6%) and School Infrastructure related issues (6%)
were found among the total number of education issues covered
by national dailies. The Table 4(above) provides the details on
distribution of education news on sampled national dailies.

Media Monitoring Report 2018
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The geographical representations of the issues on news on
education have been varied according to the development regions
of Nepal. The accession, retention and progression have remained
as second most reported issues from all development regions.
The other top two issues remained across all development regions
that has been mostly reported in national dailies are: School
Management Committees, Corruption and Transparency issues
in school.
IV. Comparison with Past Year Trend
The Media Monitoring compared the findings of news on education
pattern with previous year findings. This is to understand the
progression and regression observed on media reports on
education issues. The following chart 3 shows the comparison
of news trends on education in 2016 and 2017.
The overall number of education news on the sampled newspaper
has been found slightly increased as among 12 newspapers in
2016 the total number of news reported was 2057 and in 2017
the number is 1540 just in eight newspapers. There was 171
news reported by each newspaper in average in 2016, this has
increased to 192 in 2017.
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The presentation of news on first page has found decreased from
2016 with almost 5 percent point. The number of news on inside
RHS page also has been also found decreased with one percent
point in 2017.
The monitoring found that the trend of reporting detailed news have
been reduced in 2017 in comparison of 2016. In 2016 the share of
detailed news was 52 percent and it has decreased almost half to
25 percent in 2017. But the ratios of articles and features have been
observed increased from 3 percent in 2016 to 10 percent in 2017.
The media monitoring also observed increased reporting of brief
news from 74 percent to 81 percent in 2017. This led to the reduction
on sensitizing and advocacy news by half of the ratio in comparison
to 2016.
The monitoring observed that the concentration of education news
representing capital town and central development regions have gone
up very high in comparison to the 2016, where only one fourth of the
total news represents Capital town events and issues and in 2017
almost half of the news were from capital town.
In 2017, the media monitoring observed the increased reporting on
the news of projects/aid and related programs and also concern
over school management committees in comparison of 2016. But
the top five issues remained constant from 2015, in 2016 and in
2017 as well.
Media Monitoring Report 2018
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3. Conclusion and
Recommendations
I. Conclusion
The Media Monitoring report of 2017 based on the data from the
newspaper survey concluded following conclusions:
The National dailies are not giving adequate space for
news on school education. The less number of news
published by each newspaper evidenced that despite of
education beat/desk in Newspaper houses, the education
news are not well represented in National dailies.
The education news are heavily on traditional way of
reporting events and incidences in brief news format,
which has less news value and influences on the readers.
The significantly low number of advocacy news in an
attractive format explains the low influence of education
news published in national dailies.
II. Recommendations
Based on the findings of the media monitoring of 2017 and it's
comparison with past year trend, following actions are
recommended to strengthen media engagement on promoting
right to education:
I. Decentralised the Media Monitoring Practices- As Nepal has
moved towards federal structure, many media houses have
started producing state specific pages and edition. Thus, the
media monitoring at national level may not be able to capture
the whole picture. Therefore, the civil society and academia
engaged on media advocacy are recommended to promote
decentralised media monitoring at all state levels through
proper training and developing an uniform guideline on media
monitoring on education news.
II. Incentivise the Journalists- The encouragement through
fellowships, award and exposure can better influence media
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personnel to produce media report on education and report
in detail. Therefore, it is recommended that each state
establish media award and NGOs working on right to
education provide media fellowship for media personnel.
III. Train Journalist and Civil Society Organisation on Media
Advocacy - As evidenced has witnessed that the large
reporting of news on education is mainly brief news and are
just informative. There is presence of very less number of
advocacy news. This may have been caused in absence of
skills and knowledge as well as access to information and
ability to critically review and reflect. Therefore it is
recommended development partner organised joint training
for media personnel and civil society organization on media
advocacy to strengthen right to education. This will also
enable cooperation and collaboration between NGOs and
media houses.
IV. Engage Media Enterprises and Owners on providing Space
for Education News- With the increased private media
houses, development issues and public concerns get lesser
space in media. It is important to engage the entrepreneurs
on the value of raising public concern and their roles through
sensitising media owners.

Media Monitoring Report 2018
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Teachers Absenteeism
School in Emergencies
Infrastructure
Policy
School Management
Others
Total
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26
182
184
134
390
47
2860

0.91%
6.36%
6.43%
4.69%
13.64%
1.64%
100.00%
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Gorkhaptra
Annapu rna P os t
K antipur
S amacharpatra
Ra jdhani
T he H imalaya T imes
T he K athmandu P os t
Na garik
Total

F orm at of N ews

15 1
15 6
12 6
10 6
25 8
57
26
60
94 0

B rief N ews
32
22
25
42
14
7
2
21
16 5

F eatures /A rtic le
6
2
2
2
1
3
1
0
17

Ed itori al

News Paper Vs Format of News

47
77
67
58
24
49
10
46
37 8

Det ail
News

Interview
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
2

Annex 2: Cross Tab Description of the Table

Ph oto/Cartoon
1
6
10
2
9
4
3
3
38

23 7
26 3
23 1
21 1
30 6
12 0
42
13 0
154 0

T otal
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Presentation of News
Gorkhaptra
Annapurna Post
Kantipur
Samacharpatra
Rajdhani
The Himalaya Times
The Kathmandu Post
Nagarik
Total

Gorkhaptra
Annapurna Post
Kantipur
Samacharpatra
Rajdhani
The Himalaya Times
The Kathmandu Post
Nagarik
Total

Style of News
191
165
192
204
258
95
27
114
1246

General
28
42
11
5
21
4
4
11
126

Highlighted

News Paper Vs Presentation of News
Sensational Sensitizing
Informing
47
25
165
24
10
228
44
11
175
51
12
147
17
3
286
16
19
82
7
5
29
18
6
106
224
91
1218

0
1
0
0
1
2
2
0
6

News Paper Vs Style of News
Banner
18
55
28
2
26
19
9
5
162

Other

Box

0
1
1
1
0
3
1
0
7

Total
237
263
231
211
306
120
42
130
1540

237
263
231
211
306
120
42
130
1540

Total
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First Page
Last Page
Inside RHS
Inside LHS
Total

19
233
345
343
940

24
4
184
166
378

9
5
81
70
165

0
1
5
11
17

0
0
0
2
2

11
1
16
10
38

63
244
631
602
1540
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